
 
 
 
  

I’m a passionate, fast-learning and versatile 3D Artist. I’m working hard to get junior 
position as a 3D artist starting from January 2017. I’m particularly interested in 3D modeling and 
am aspiring to be a character artist. 

2011-2016: Master degree at Supinfogame School, Game art and Management Section, 
Valenciennes, France (Master diploma is to  be delivered on March 2017) 
06/2011:  STI Baccalauréat in Applied arts, Louis Pasteur school, Besançon, France   
Passed with honors. 
2011: Musical Studies certificate –Violin 

 
07/2016 to 12/2016 :  3D game artist intern at Ys Interactive, Valenciennes, France. 
I worked in team on a Telltale-like narrative game, mainly as a 3D environment artist. I 
made many environment 3D models using 3Dsmax and Photoshop and integrated them in 
Unity 5. I did some level art, FX and lighting, as well as some paint-overs and mock-ups 
to explore color palettes, different lightings and ambiences. I also wrote a work guide on our 
homemade shader to facilitate learning our workflows. 
I also did some character modeling for another studio (outsourcing). 
 
06/2015 to 09/2015: 3D Game artist intern at Paladin Studios, Den Haag, the 
Netherlands. 
I worked in team on different projects, mainly as a 3D artist. I made environment mock up 
models and final models, a few animations, and final character 3D models in Maya. I also 
integrated my own assets in Unity 5, made a few workguides and pipeline documents. 
Skills used and gained : Source control sofwares (Sourcetree), Scrum management, PBR 
workflow, Maya LT,  3D, texturing, pixel art, Unity, Photoshop. 
 
09/2013: Exchange program with Trident school in Nagoya, Japan. 
I took part in a Japanese traditional painting workshop (Nihonga) and participated in 
the IGCC (international game concept challenge).  
My team took first place and we won the prize. 
 
01/07 to 16/08/2013: One month and a half internship at the University of Ulster - School of 
Computing and Intelligent Systems, in Northern Ireland. 
“Circuit Warz” is a first person shooter game made in Unity which universe is inspired by 
Deadspace. It is a mobile serious game project.  
I optimized previously made 3D models, modeled and textured some new assets, created 
some of the FX and some of the Interface. I also worked on the lighting of all of the levels. 
The project took first place at the 4th International Educational Games Competition (ECGBL 
2016).  
 
8/06 to 28/06/2011: Design and Packaging trainee at Orbe for Nestle Switzerland. 
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I’m very passionate in my work, that’s why I often do various 3D models, digital paintings, 
and other game-creation-related projects to improve my skills and to learn as much as I can. I 
invite you to take a look at my portfolio if you are interested in seeing them. 
 

 Afterward: My graduation project at Supinfogame. It is an Action RPG developed for PC 
with strong intentions of dynamism and environmental narration. I was mainly responsible 
for the 3D Art of the game (Characters, Props, textures) but also helped out on other 
fields such as shading (using shaderforge), 2D and lighting. We made the game on Unity 5. 
It took first place at our school’s final Jury. 
 

Worship: Sailing Spirits is a mobile game project that I worked on as a 3D artist (mainly). 
Doing tasks such as modeling, texturing, animating and integrating my animations and 
assets in Unity, optimizing them for mobile platforms. Worship is a tower defense set in a 
Native American universe merged with a pirate universe. It is a Unity 5 project that I and 
some of my friends developped during our free time. 
 

I am very interested in lighting which is why I made a 43 page essay for school on how to 
use lighting in video games and how it impacts the player’s feelings. 
I also made two simple prototypes to learn the basics in programing. The first one was a 
dress up made on Flash using AS3 language, and the other was a Unity prototype using C#.  

IT Skills :   Works on Windows and Mac OSX 
2D Art software:  Photoshop, Illustrator, The Gimp, Flash. 
3D Art software:  3Dsmax, Maya, Zbrush, Topogun, Mudbox, Crazybump. 
Game engines:  Unity (Shaderforge), Unreal Engine 4. 
Music & sound:  Reaper, Audacity, Garage band, Fruity loops 
Other software:  Sourcetree, Tortoise SVN, Microsoft office, After effects. 
Programing:  Notions in C# (Unity). 
 

Languages:   
French(Native)  English(Fluent)  Spanish(Basis) Japanese(Conversational) 

Game creation: 2D and 3D artist, great interest for lighting in 3D environments  
   and color in general.  
   I am an aspiring Character Artist, Environment 3D Artist or   
   Lighting artist. 
 

Video Games: I like to test every kind of games. 
Games:   Board games, Role playing games, strategy (“go” game). 
 

 Creative works:  Traditional drawing, paint, modeling, short stories and storyboards. 
 

Music:   Composing, violinist (15 years of practice), played several times in an  
   orchestra. Voice (covers, recording of original songs).  
   Can recognize pitch by ear. 
 

Other :   Travelling, Japanese Culture, Cake Baking. 
 

Aware that my resume might not paint a full picture of all my skills as well as motivation, I   
would gladly welcome a skype conversation at your convenience. 
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